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We propose a theoretical explanation for the puzzling size dependence of the magnetic properties of Mnn

clusters. Our approach combines noncollinear ab initio calculations and effective spin Hamiltonians. We show
that a remarkable interplay between different magnetic couplings, which is already present in the dimer, leads
to a complex size-dependent magnetic behavior, dominated by noncollinear magnetism, frustration, and small
cluster magnetic moments. Our results are in good agreement with experiment.
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The evolution of magnetism from the atom to the bulk
constitutes a fundamental problem of basic and applied phys-
ics, and its correct description is indispensable for the under-
standing of magnetism at the nanoscale. Recently, a particu-
larly exotic behavior of the magnetic moments as a function
of size was experimentally found for Mnn clusters,1,2 which
poses a challenging problem. Here, we present a theoretical
description of these findings.

Manganese is a unique element which exhibits a variety
of unusual electronic and magnetic properties depending on
the environment.3–10 For instance, the bulk-crystal structure
of �-Mn is remarkably complex. It contains 29 atoms in the
unit cell and shows antiferromagnetic ordering. On the other
hand, dilute solutions of Mn in Cu behave like spin glasses.3

Also the compounds known as manganites show fascinating
magnetic properties.4 In addition, Mn12 complexes act as mo-
lecular magnets, exhibiting resonant tunneling between spin
states5 and forming “nanodomains.”6–8 Finally, the manga-
nese dimer is partially van der Waals bonded and also seems
to exhibit antiferromagnetic behavior.9–11

Consistently with the remarkable properties of Mn com-
pounds mentioned above, and despite the similar magnetic
ordering of Mn2 and Mn bulk, experiments show that small
manganese clusters exhibit an intriguing magnetic behavior,
with signatures of superparamagnetism and magnetic mo-
ments ��n� smaller than 1.5�B per atom.1,2,8,9,13 When man-
ganese magnetic clusters are deposited on a metallic surface,
they can magnetically couple to very long range, mediated
by the surface metallic electrons.14 As the cluster size in-
creases, the behavior of ��n� as a function of n is strongly
nonmonotonic.1,2

In recent years, different theoretical determinations of the
magnetic and electronic structure of Mnn clusters have been
reported.12,15–17 Almost all calculations have in common the
assumption of collinear spins, but give contradictory results.
A careful analysis within an all-electron scheme came to the
conclusion that Mn2 exhibits multiple magnetic and struc-
tural minima.15

The experimental evidence and the theoretical works
mentioned above suggest that the most probable scenario for
small Mn clusters is that of almost degenerate different spin
configurations. Therefore, the correct approach to describe

their magnetic structure must give up the assumption of col-
linearity. This was confirmed recently by a calculation which
yields a noncollinear magnetic configuration for Mn6.17

Moreover, the fact that the ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic solutions are very close in energy, in particular for very
small clusters,16 could also lead to spin frustration in larger
clusters. This effect has not been theoretically analyzed so
far. Moreover, the overall size dependence of ��n� measured
by Knickelbein1,2 remains unexplained. In this Rapid Com-
munication, we present the first theoretical description of the
size dependence ��n� for Mnn clusters up to n=40, which
accounts for most of the experimental findings.

We performed first a noncollinear ab initio determination
of the magnetic properties of small Mnn clusters in the range
2�n�8. Our results suggest that in small Mnn clusters a
remarkable competition between kinetic and exchange-
correlation energies leads to almost degenerate spin configu-
rations, which results in the formation of noncollinear mag-
netic nanodomains in order to avoid spin frustration.
Moreover, with the help of the data obtained from the ab
initio calculations we fit the parameters of an effective spin
Hamiltonian, which we use to calculate ��n� for larger clus-
ters �9�n�40�. This model gives very good agreement with
the puzzling experimental results.

To determine the electronic and magnetic properties of the
clusters in the range 2�n�8 we have used the SIESTA

code,18 which performs a fully self-consistent density-
functional calculation to solve the Kohn-Sham equations. We
included spin polarization, both collinear and noncollinear,19

in the local-density approximation �LDA�. The ionic
pseudopotentials20 were generated from the atomic configu-
rations �Ne�3s23p63d5, core radii 1.50, 1.50, 1.30, and
2.20 a.u. for the s, p, d, and f components, respectively, and
a core correction of 0.7 a.u. The basis set used for the present
work to describe the valence states is a double-� set with a
confining energy shift of 50 meV.

The calculations have been performed in the following
way. First, clusters were completely relaxed with respect to
their ionic and electronic degrees of freedom, assuming a
given magnetic configuration �ferro- or antiferromagnetic�,
and different structural geometries. Once the ground-state
geometry was obtained, we included the spin orientation of
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the individual atoms as additional degrees of freedom and
minimized again the whole set of variables. Different calcu-
lations with different initial spin configurations have been
performed to avoid trapping into local energy minima.

In Fig. 1 we show the ground-state structures and spin
configurations obtained from the ab initio calculations. Inter-
estingly, most of these clusters, in particular n=6, 7, and 8,
show noncollinear magnetic behavior. This indicates that
previous theoretical studies, with the exception of Ref. 17,
missed an essential ingredient for the correct physical de-
scription of these systems. As can be seen from Fig. 1, some
of the clusters show a marked Jahn-Teller distortion, like
Mn3 and Mn4. As a general rule, the average magnetic mo-
ment � of these clusters is at least two times smaller than the
moment of an isolated Mn atom. The average magnetic mo-
ments obtained are ��2�=0, ��3�=1.67�B, ��4�=2.5�B,
��5�=1.0�B, ��6�=0.87�B, ��7�=0.99�B, and ��8�
=1.17�B. Note that the lowest energy structure of Mn5 cor-
responds to an almost bipyramidal configuration. However,
symmetry is broken due to the formation of domains. A simi-
lar effect is present for n=6, 7, and 8. Apart from the non-
collinear behavior, the most important feature of the mag-
netic configurations shown in Fig. 1 is that manganese atoms
separated by short distances are mostly coupled antiferro-
magnetically, whereas for long interatomic distances the cou-
pling is mostly ferromagnetic. This remarkable effect leads
to spin frustration and to the formation of noncollinear nan-
odomains, i.e., as clearly shown in Fig. 1. We call nan-
odomains to subgroups of neighboring atoms aligned ferro-
magnetically to each other.

To understand the origin of the noncollinearity and quan-
tify its strength, we have also calculated the cohesive ener-
gies of the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic configura-
tions in the ground-state geometries, assuming collinear
arrangements. In Table I we show the energy differences
between the noncollinear ground states and the energies ob-
tained assuming collinear spins for the same geometries.
Note that for all sizes considered, the energy difference be-
tween the noncollinear and the collinear arrangements is
very small. This is consistent with the multiplicity of minima
obtained in previous collinear theoretical studies.15 Further-
more, the energy differences �E=EAF−EFM between the an-
tiferromagnetic �AF� and the ferromagnetic �FM� configura-
tions is also very small. The origin of this behavior is that the
different terms involved in �E, from whose competition the
magnetic behavior arises, almost cancel themselves in Mn,
as we discuss below in detail.

In fact, the nature of magnetism in small Mnn clusters can
be inferred from the magnetic behavior in the dimer. Al-
though almost all ab initio studies performed so far for Mn2
obtained a ferromagnetic configuration, our calculations
yield an antiferromagnetic state, with a bond length of r0
=2.890 Å �binding energy of 0.391 eV�. This result for the
magnetic ordering of the dimer is in agreement with the ex-
isting experimental evidences.9,10 However, it must be
pointed out that the ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and
noncollinear states are almost degenerate �see Table I�. In our
calculations the interatomic distance is underestimated, as in
other works based on the LDA.15,17 Interestingly, if we now
force the interatomic distance to be equal to the experimental
value r0

exp=3.18 Å,13 we obtain a ferromagnetic ground state.
This fact originates from the remarkable distance depen-
dence exhibited by the magnetic coupling. To analyze this in
detail we plot in Fig. 2 the total energy of the dimer as a
function of the bond length d for the collinear ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic configurations and also for the noncol-
linear solution. The most important feature of Fig. 2 is that
there is a crossing between the FM and AF curves at dc
=3.06 Å, which determines the interatomic distance at which
the ground state changes from anti- to ferromagnetic. Note
that the energy of the noncollinear solution coincides with
the AF curve for distances for d�dc and with the FM curve
for d�dc. This means that the dimer shows collinear mag-
netism for almost all distances. However, we obtain an inter-
esting behavior around d=dc, where the noncollinear solu-
tion has a slightly lower energy than the collinear curves.
This is due to the fact that at this point the AF and FM states
have the same energy and therefore an intermediate noncol-
linear state leads to an energy decrease.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Ground-state structures of Mnn clusters,
for n=2–8, optimized with respect to the electronic, ionic, and spin
degrees of freedom. The magnitude and orientation of the quantum
expectation value of the spin at each atom are indicated by arrows.

TABLE I. Energy differences �in meV� of the collinear and
noncollinear magnetic configurations of Mnn clusters with respect
to the structure with the lowest energy.

Mn2 Mn3 Mn4 Mn5 Mn6 Mn7 Mn8

�EAF 0 16 21 1 85.5 118 43

�EFM 10 46 21 505 564 1624 43

�ENC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Another important feature shown by Fig. 2 is the appear-
ance of many minima in all three energy curves. They are
due to presence of competing interactions. The different en-
ergy terms �exchange, correlation, kinetic energy, Hartree en-
ergy, and core-core repulsion� compensate each other in such
a way that small variations in magnitude of these terms lead
to shifts, amplification, or disappearance of some of the
minima.21 Notice that inclusion of van der Waals interactions
�which are not taken into account by the LDA and its correc-
tions� might lead to a change of the depths of the different
minima.

It is important to point out that the Mn dimer is believed
to be partially bonded by electronic effects and partially by
van der Waals interactions.11 These last interactions cannot
be well described by the LDA and its corrections. Thus, our
calculations for Mn2 are not aimed at correctly describing the
nature of the bonding of the real dimer, but at taking it as a
model for a bonding between two Mn atoms in Mnn.

We have compared the distance dependence of the differ-
ent terms contributing to the cohesive energy of the dimer. It
turns out that most of the energies cancel each other, so that
the correlation energy plays a fundamental role. In the inset
of Fig. 2 we show the bond-length dependence of the corre-
lation energy for the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
configurations. Notice that for d�dc the correlation energy
favors antiferromagnetic behavior, while for larger distances
the correlation energy term of the ferromagnetic state be-
comes slightly more important. Remarkably, both terms are
of comparable size over a broad range of distances, which
results in a delicate energy balance and the possibility of
instabilities, degenerate states, and multiple minima. Since
the FM and the AF configurations of the dimer are very close
in energy, and due to the change of magnetic character for
increasing distances, one should not expect a clear magnetic
ordering in small clusters, but rather a competition between

both types. The fact that nearest neighbors will tend to order
antiferromagnetically, whereas further neighbors will favor a
ferromagnetic ordering leads to noncollinear effects, domain
formation, in order to avoid spin frustration as much as pos-
sible.

The behavior shown in Fig. 2 can be interpreted as fol-
lows. For short interatomic distances the strong overlap of 3d
orbitals leads to electron delocalization, which favors antifer-
romagnetism. In contrast, for long distances, localization be-
comes more important and ferromagnetic correlations domi-
nate. This explains the calculated spin configurations for Mn5
to Mn8 �Fig. 1�.

One can interpret the crossing of energy curves in the
framework of magnetic coupling constants. We have deter-
mined the effective exchange coupling constant J�d� between
localized spins at the Mn atoms as J�d�= �E�d�↑↓

−E�d�↑↑� /0.5 as a function of the interatomic distance d. Ob-
viously, we obtain J�0 for d�dc �antiferromagnetic cou-
pling� and J�0 for d�dc �ferromagnetic coupling�. Now,
and in order to determine the magnetic properties of clusters
with n up to 40, which cannot be done yet using ab initio
approaches, we propose an effective spin Hamiltonian of the
form

H = �
i,j=1,n

i�j

n

JijS� i · S� j + V���r�i − r� j��� , �1�

where the S� i are classical spins, with magnitudes measured in
Bohr magnetons. The exchange coupling constants Jij are the
distance-dependent quantities J��r�i−r� j��, �r�i−r� j� being the dis-
tance between atoms i and j. We use for J��r�i−r� j�� the func-
tion J�d� extracted from the dimer. Moreover, we analyzed
carefully the local magnetic moments Si obtained from the
ab initio calculations �Mn2 to Mn8� as a function of the co-
ordination number z, and we obtained a clear relation be-
tween them. It turns out that a function of the form S=4.42
−0.5z for z�8 and Si=0.4 for z�8 reproduces the results
obtained for small clusters. The coordination number zi of
atom i is defined as the number of neighbors being at a
distance smaller than 2.26 Å �nearest-neighbor distance in
bulk Mn� from atom i. It must be pointed out that, although

the spins S� i are treated as classical, the scalar product is
taken into account. Therefore, the Hamiltonian H intrinsi-
cally includes noncollinearity. Note that the approximation of
classical spins is justified by the high local moments of Mn,
and is also used for the description of manganites.4 In Eq.
�1�, V���r�i−r� j��� is, in general, a many-body potential which
models the cohesive energy of the cluster. For simplicity, we
take a Lennard-Jones-type �LJ� potential in order to generate
compact structures, which are expected for clusters in the
size range we are interested in. Since we seek for a qualita-
tive explanation of the size dependence of the magnetic
properties of these clusters, a simple LJ potential should
work reasonably well for our purposes. We minimized H
numerically, by using genetic algorithms �a more detailed
description for a different system is discussed in Ref. 22�,
and obtained the ground-state spin configurations for clusters

FIG. 2. �Color online� Total electronic energy of Mn2 as a func-
tion, of the interatomic distance for the noncollinear, ferromagnetic,
and antiferromagnetic cases. The crossing at d=3.06 Å can be
clearly observed. Inset: distance dependence of the correlation en-
ergy for Mn2 as function of distance for the ferro- and antiferro-
magnetic configurations. Note that the crossing occurs at the same
distance as for the total energies.
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up to Mn40. The calculated size dependence of the magnetic
moments per atom is shown in Fig. 3, where we also show
the ab initio results. Clearly, the orders of magnitude of the
all calculated magnetic moments are in good agreement with
experiment. Moreover, the overall size dependence ��n� is
well described and shows a complex behavior, as in the
experiment.1,2 Note that in our results the oscillations as a
function of n between n=6 and n=13, n=14 and n=20, and
between n=21 and n=31, observed in experiment, are very
well reproduced.

In Fig. 3 we also show the magnetic moments of isomers
of Mn13, Mn14, and Mn15 which have smaller cohesive en-
ergy than the ground-state structures, but which might also
be present in the cluster beam on which experiments have
been performed. The good agreement between our model

and experiment indicates that the physics underlying our
model is correct, i.e., the magnetic properties of Mnn clusters
are dominated by spin frustration due to the presence of dif-
ferent spin-spin coupling constants, which leads to noncol-
linear magnetism and formation of nanodomains. As a con-
sequence, ��n� shows a complex form and low magnetic
moments, which reflect the least frustrated possible spin con-
figurations.

Finally, we mention that we have tested our approach and
our results by performing calculations using other pseudopo-
tentials and basis sets, other implementations of density
functional theory �plane waves�, and other functionals �the
generalized gradient approximation �GGA��. No changes to
the physical picture and to the conclusions of this work were
obtained.23

Summarizing, we presented an explanation for the puz-
zling behavior of ��n� for Mnn clusters up to n=40. Note
that the experimentally obtained ��n� shows a further oscil-
lation between n	40 and n	80. We believe that this feature
is due to the interplay between structure and magnetism. For
those sizes, the cluster structure tends to acquire some signa-
tures of �-Mn. On the other hand, the ferromagnetic cou-
pling is still present. Thus, a competition between cohesion
and magnetic energy takes place. Between n	40 and n
	80 the magnetic energy seems to dominate. According to
this idea, for clusters with n�80 the structures should slowly
converge to the bulk one and the magnetic ordering approach
the antiferromagnetic state of �-Mn. In order to describe
such a competition, a more accurate description of V���r�i

−r� j��� is needed. Research in this direction is in progress.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Size dependence of the magnetic moment
per atom � �in units of �B� of Mnn clusters in the size range 2
�n�40. Red �dark gray� circles correspond to the ab initio results.
Squares show the calculated � for compact structures using the
classical spin Hamiltonian of Eq. �1�. Gray open triangles refer to
isomers having smaller cohesive energies. The light blue �light
gray� shadowed zone corresponds to the experimental results of
Refs. 1 and 2 taken into account the reported error bars.
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